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Abstract
We are concerned with initial-boundary value problems of convection–di$usion equations in a square, whose
solutions have unbounded derivatives near the boundary. By using #nite di$erence approximations with respect
to spatial variables and an implicit method with respect to the time variable, it is shown that the numerical
solution is convergent if the derivatives go to in#nity under proper conditions. Furthermore, the convergence
of numerical solution can be accelerated if the mesh points are some functions of equidistant mesh points.
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1. Introduction
A lot of mathematical models are established to describe natural phenomena in terms of di$erential
equations. Numerical solutions are very important in the study of these di$erential equations since
exact solutions cannot be obtained in most cases. The #nite element method (FEM) is widely used
since it can deal with the Neumann and Robin conditions on the boundary of arbitrary domains.
However, for some practical problems, the #nite di$erence method (FDM) has the merit that the
discrete system to be computed can easily be set up with less amount of calculation, so that it is used
as a fundamental technique in every #eld of sciences and engineering. The study of the convergence
of FDM has been made by a lot of researchers in various #elds. We refer to [1,7,9,16,19] for
the presentation and analyses of many numerical methods to di$erential equations, especially to
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Fig. 1. Grid points.
singularly perturbed di$erential equations. Recently, some new developments have been given in
[11,17,18,21,22], where the schemes of acceleration of convergence or adaptive FDM are provided.
Refer also to [4–6,13–15,23].
In this paper, we consider the numerical solutions of a convection–di$usion problem in the form
of
ut + div{−(x; y)∇u+ ua}= f(x; y; t) in  × (0; T );
u= ’(x; y; t) on ;
u(x; y; 0) = u0(x; y) in ;
(1.1)
where  is a bounded domain in R2 with the boundary , ∈C1+( G), a=(a1(x; y); a2(x; y)) with
ai ∈C1+( G) and div(a)¿ 0, and there exists a positive constant 0 such that (x; y)¿ 0 in .
It is known [10] that if f∈C;0(QT ), u0(x; y)∈C2+( G), then there exists a unique solution
u(x; y; t) of problem (1.1) with u∈C2+;1(QT ), where QT = G× [0; T ]. And u∈C4;1(QT ) if , a, f
and the boundary values are suIciently smooth [8] as well as the boundary.
Let h be the set of the grid points Pi;j = (xi; yj) in  which construct a net over G with the
equal mesh size h in x and y directions. Let h be the set of grid points on  and U (P) be an
approximate solution to the exact value u(P) at P ∈h. It is noted that generally, if at least one
of the four neighbours of the grid point Pi;j is on the boundary, the mesh size around Pi;j may be
non-uniform. As is shown in Fig. 1, let PE, PW, PS, PN be the neighbors of P and denote their
distance to P by hE, hW, hS, hN.
We discretize div((x; y)∇u) at P = Pi;j ∈h by the formula
i+1=2; j
(ui+1; j−ui; j)
hE
− i−1=2; j (ui; j−ui−1; j)hW
1
2(hE + hW)
+
i; j+1=2
(ui; j+1−ui; j)
hS
− i; j−1=2 (ui; j−ui; j−1)hN
1
2 (hS + hN)
; (1.2)
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where we put i+1=2; j=(xi+hE=2; yj), i−1=2; j=(xi−hW=2; yj), i; j+1=2=(xi; yj+hN=2), i; j−1=2=
(xi; yj−hS=2), ui+1; j =u(xi+hE; yj)=u(xi+1; yj), ui; j =u(xi; yj), ui−1; j =u(xi−hW; yj)=u(xi−1; yj),
etc.
Similarly, div(ua) is discretized by
div(a)ui; j + a1i; j
ui+1; j − ui−1; j
hE + hW
+ a2i; j
ui; j+1 − ui; j−1
hS + hN
: (1.3)
We note that (1.2) is a natural generalization of the Shortley–Weller formula [3,12,21] which has
been widely used to obtain numerical solutions of elliptic problems.
The discretization of problem (1.1) by the above FDM yields the following system:
Uki − Uk−1i
Lt
+ LhUki = f
k
i ; 16 i6N;
Uki = ’
k
i on h;
U 0i = u
0
i ; 16 i6N; (1.4)
where N is the number of the grid points in h, Lt is the increment of time t, fki = f(Pi; kLt),
’ki = ’(Pi; kLt), and u
0
i = u0(Pi). Lh is the discretization of L de#ned by
Lu= div{−(x; y)∇u+ ua}: (1.5)
In the case when the exact solution of (1.1) is suIciently smooth, a similar argument as in [6]
shows that the following superconvergence result holds.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that u∈C4;1(QT ) and {Uki }Ni=1 are the solutions of (1.1) and (1.4), respec-
tively. Let uki = u(Pi; kLt). Then
|uki − Uki |6 max16j6N |u
0
j − U 0j |+
{
O((Lt + h2)h); Pi ∈P;
O(Lt + h2) otherwise;
(1.6)
where P is the set of points Pi;j ∈h such that at least one of (xi ± h; yj), (xi; yj ± h) does not
belong to .
We note that if problem (1.1) has Neumann boundary conditions, the second terms in estimate
(1.6) are replaced by O((Lt+h)h) and O(Lt+h), respectively. That is, the order of error decreases
because of the e$ect of Neumann boundary conditions.
In Section 2, we consider the case when the exact solution u of problem (1.1) does not satisfy the
hypothesis of Theorem 1.1. We suppose that the derivatives of u are unbounded near the boundary.
Although we consider problem (1.1) in a unit square, the result of this paper gives a mathematical
justi#cation for adaptive FDM which can be applied to problems for more general shape of domain.
For example, similar result can be obtained for the domain whose shape can be transformed into
a square by some conformal mapping. The convergence of FDM is investigated. In Section 3, a
numerical example is given to illustrate our analysis.
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2. Analysis of convergence
We consider the problem
ut + div{−(x; y)∇u+ ua}= f(x; y; t) in  × (0; T );
u= ’(x; y; t) on ;
u(x; y; 0) = u0(x; y) in ;
(2.1)
where  = (0; 1) × (0; 1) with the boundary , ∈C2( G), a = (a1(x; y); a2(x; y)) with ai ∈C2( G)
and div(a)¿ 0, and there exists a positive constant 0 such that (x; y)¿ 0 in .
It is assumed that (2.1) has a unique solution u(x; y; t)∈C4;1( × [0; T ]) and u satis#es the
following conditions:
sup
x∈(0;1)
xi−0(1− x)i−1
∣∣∣∣ 9i9xi u(x; y; t)
∣∣∣∣6 c1 ¡∞; 16 i6 4; (2.2)
sup
y∈(0;1)
yi−!0(1− y)i−!1
∣∣∣∣ 9i9yi u(x; y; t)
∣∣∣∣6 c2 ¡∞; 16 i6 4 (2.3)
for some 0; 1; !0; !1 ∈ (0; 2), where c1, c2 are positive constants independent of t. It is also assumed
that
sup
dist(P;Q)6r
|u(P; t)− u(Q; t)|6 c3r" at P;Q near  (2.4)
holds for some positive constant c3, where " =min{0; 1; !0; !1}. By using a technique developed
in [22], we will investigate the convergence of FDM to problem (2.1).
Let [0; 1] be partitioned by an equidistance h with h = 1=(n + 1), where n is an integer, and let
 (s) : [0; 1]→ [0; 1] be a function de#ned by
 (0) = 0;  (1) = 1;  ′(s) = cpsp(1− s)p; (2.5)
where p¿ 0, cp = (
∫ 1
0 s
p(1− s)p ds)−1.
Now we partition (0; 1)×(0; 1) according to the following method: xi= (ih) for i=0; 1; : : : ; n+1,
and yi= (ih) for i=0; 1; : : : ; n+1. Let h be the set of the grid points Pi;j=(xi; yj) in (0; 1)×(0; 1)
which constructs a net over G. Let N be the number of the grid points in h and the set of grid
points on  is denoted by h. Taking a positive number &¡ 14 and setting m = [&=h], we arrange
the grid points in the following order: P1; : : : ; PN1 ∈(1)h , PN1+···+Ni−1+1; : : : ; PN1+···+Ni−1+Ni ∈(i)h for
i = 2; 3; : : : ; m, PN1+···+Nm+1; : : : ; PN ∈(0)h , where (i)h and (0)h are de#ned by
(1)h = {P ∈h | at least one of PW; PE; PN and PW belongs to h};
(i)h =

P ∈h
∖
i−1⋃
j=1
( j)h
∣∣∣ at least one of PW; PE;
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PN and PW belongs to 
(i−1)
h

 ; i = 2; 3; : : : ; m;
(0)h =h
∖
m⋃
i=1
(i)h :
Then by applying di$erence methods (1.2) and (1.3) to problem (2.1), we yield the following system:
Uki − Uk−1i
Lt
+ LhUki = f
k
i ; 16 i6N;
Uki = ’
k
i on h;
U 0i = u
0
i ; 16 i6N;
(2.6)
where the notations have the same meanings as in (1.4).
Discrete system (2.6) can be rewritten in the form of
(I +LtA)U k =U k−1 + bk ; (2.7)
where U k =(Uk1 ; U
k
2 ; : : : ; U
k
N )
t , I is the unit matrix of dimension N , the matrix A is an N ×N matrix
independent of t, bk is determined by the term f, the Dirichlet boundary value ’, and the initial
value u0. It can be easily shown that A is an M -matrix when h is suIciently small since it is an
irreducibly diagonally dominant L-matrix [2,20,24]).
We consider the truncation error +(P; kLt) of the exact solution u of (2.1) approximated by (2.6)
at P ∈h, which is de#ned by
+(P; kLt) =
u(P; (k + 1)Lt)− u(P; kLt)
Lt
+ Lhu(P; kLt)− f(P; kLt):
By using hypotheses (2.2)–(2.4), a careful and detailed computation shows that the following
estimate:
|+(P; kLt)|6


c4(Lt + i(p+1)("−2)−2h(p+1)("−2)); P ∈(i)h ; i = 1; 2 : : : ; m;
c4(Lt + h2); P ∈(0)h
(2.8)
holds for some positive constant c4 [22].
Let uk = (uk1; u
k
2; : : : ; u
k
N )
t with uki = u(Pi; kLt) and +
k
i = +(Pi; kLt). Also, let |uk − U k | = (|uk1 −
Uk1 |; : : : ; |ukN − UkN |)t , || = (maxk(kLt6T )|+k1|; : : : ; (maxk(kLt6T )|+kN |)t . It yields the following error
estimate:
|uk −U k |6 (I +LtA)−1|uk−1 −U k−1|+Lt(I +LtA)−1||
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from (2.1) and (2.7). Then we have
|uk −U k |6 max
16j6N
|u0j − U 0j |e + A−1|| (2.9)
which follows from the following two lemmas [6].
Lemma 2.1. Let e = (1; 1; : : : ; 1)t ∈RN . Then
(I +LtA)−ke6 e:
Lemma 2.2. (I +LtA)−1 + (I +LtA)−2 + · · ·+ (I +LtA)−k6 (LtA)−1.
Therefore, it is suIcient to consider the second term in estimate (2.9). In fact, let e(i)=(1; 1; : : : ; 1)t
having dimension Ni for i=1; 2; : : : ; m and e0=(1; 1; : : : ; 1)t having dimension N−(N1+N2+· · ·+Nm),
hi = xi − xi−1 for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n+ 1. A simple computation shows that
(Ae)P
{
¿ 20h1(h1+h2) ; P ∈
(1)
h ;
=0 otherwise
when h is suIciently small, which gives
h1Ae¿


d1e(1)
0
...
0

 ; (2.10)
where d1 = 20=(h1 + h2). A similar computation shows that
A


0
...
0
e(i)
e(i+1)
...
e(0)


¿


0
...
−61=(hi(hi−1 + hi))e(i−1)
20=(hi(hi + hi+1))e(i)
0
...
0


;
where 1 = maxP∈ G (P). Let
Bi−1 = diag((e(1))t ; : : : ; (e(i−2))t ; (0=(31))(e(i−1))t ; (e(i))t ; : : : ; (e(0))t);
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we have
hiBi−1A


0
...
0
e(i)
e(i+1)
...
e(0)


¿


0
...
−di−1e(i−1)
die(i)
0
...
0


; (2.11)
where di = 20=(hi + hi+1). By adding the two sides of (2.10) and (2.11) for i = 2; 3; : : : ; j, it is
obtained that
h1IA


e(1)
e(2)
...
e( j−1)
e( j)
...
e(0)


+ h2B1A


0
e(2)
...
e( j−1)
e( j)
...
e(0)


+ · · ·+ hjBj−1A


0
0
...
0
e( j)
...
e(0)


¿


0
0
...
0
dje( j)
...
0


:
On the other hand, let Gi = A−1BiA, then there exists a positive constant K1, which is independent
of h, such that
Gi−1


0
...
0
e(i)
e(i+1)
...
e(0)


6K1e
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since Gi is continuous with respect to h. It follows from
A


h1I


e(1)
e(2)
...
e( j−1)
e( j)
...
e(0)


+ h2G1


0
e(2)
...
e( j−1)
e( j)
...
e(0)


+ · · ·+ hjGj−1


0
0
...
0
e( j)
...
e(0)




¿


0
0
...
0
dje( j)
...
0


that we have (replacing j with i)
A−1


0
...
0
die(i)
0
...
0


6K1(h1e + h2e + · · ·+ hie) = K1 (ih)e; 16 i6m: (2.12)
Now, let
‖(0)‖∞ = sup
P∈(0)h
|+(P)|; ‖(i)‖∞ = sup
P∈(i)h
|+(P)|; 16 i6m:
Rewriting A−1|| as
A−1||=
I∑
i=1
‖(i)‖∞A−1


0
...
0
e(i)
0
...
0


+ ‖(0)‖∞A−1


0
...
0
e(0)


: (2.13)
The following lemma is known (refer to [6] and the references there).
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Lemma 2.3.
A−1


0
...
0
e(0)

6 c∗h
2e;
where c∗ is some positive constant independent of h.
Thus, by using (2.8), (2.12), (2.13) and Lemma 2.3, a detailed calculation shows that
A−1||6 c5(Lt + hr)e (2.14)
holds for some positive constant c5 if r ≡ "(p+ 1)¡ 2. Furthermore, if r = 2, then
A−1||6 c6(Lt + h2 log(1=h))e (2.15)
holds for some positive constant c6 [22].
So, together with (2.9), we have proved the following result.
Theorem 2.1. Let u and {Uki }Ni=1 be the solutions of (2.1) and (2.6), respectively. Let uki =u(Pi; kLt)
and r = "(p+ 1). Then under the conditions (2.2)–(2.4), we have
|uki − Uki |6 max16j6N |u
0
j − U 0j |+
{
O(Lt + hr); Pi ∈h; r ¡ 2;
O(Lt + h2 log(1=h)); Pi ∈h; r = 2:
We note that if p=0, then  (s)=s which gives an equidistant partition of (0; 1)×(0; 1). Theorem
2.1 shows that the FDM solution of (2.6) converges to the exact solution of (2.1) for such equidistant
partition. When p¿ 0, the convergence is accelerated.
3. Numerical example
Here, we consider the following convection–di$usion problem.
Example 3.1.
ut =Lu− ux − uy + f(x; y; t); (x; y; t)∈ × (0; T );
u(x; y; t) = 0; (x; y; t)∈ 9 × (0; T );
u(x; y; 0) = u0(x; y); in ;
(3.1)
where  = (0; 1)× (0; 1),
f(x; y; t) = 14 e
(x+y−t)=2(
√
y(1− y)(x(1− x))−3=2 +
√
x(1− x)(y(1− y))−3=2):
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The exact solution is
u(x; y; t) = e(x+y−t)=2(e−21
2t sin(1x) sin(1y) +
√
x(1− x)y(1− y))
and we take u0(x; y) = u(x; y; 0).
We use the partions stated in the last section. That is,
xi =  (ih); yj =  (ih); i; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n+ 1
with
 (s) = cp
∫ s
0
zp(1− z)p dz;
where p¿ 0, cp =
(∫ 1
0 z
p(1− z)p dz
)−1
. In Example 3.1, " = 12 .
The numerical results in Table 1 show that if p= 0, which means an equidistance partition, then
the FDM solutions converges in O(h1=2).
In Table 2, p = 1 and the numerical results clearly show that the FDM solutions converges in
O(h), which implies the convergence is accelerated.
When we take p=2, the numerical results in Table 3 give the error orders of the FDM solutions
around O(h3=2), which means the convergence is further accelerated.
Table 1
The case when p= 0, Lt = 0:001
max|ui; j − Ui;j|
Lt + h
at t = 0:1
h= 0:05 h= 0:025 h= 0:02 h= 0:01 h= 0:00625
 = 0:3 1:788e− 1 1:630e− 1 1:573e− 1 1:408e− 1 1:301e− 1
 = 0:4 2:411e− 1 2:353e− 1 2:323e− 1 2:227e− 1 2:154e− 1
 = 0:5 3:249e− 1 3:397e− 1 3:427e− 1 3:516e− 1 3:561e− 1
 = 0:6 4:378e− 1 4:898e− 1 5:050e− 1 5:541e− 1 5:867e− 1
 = 0:7 5:894e− 1 7:055e− 1 7:431e− 1 8:702e− 1 9:615e− 1
Table 2
The case when p= 1, Lt = 0:001
max|ui; j − Ui;j|
Lt + h
at t = 0:1
h= 0:05 h= 0:025 h= 0:02 h= 0:01 h= 0:00625
 = 0:8 2:062e− 1 1:855e− 1 1:784e− 1 1:570e− 1 1:647e− 1
 = 0:9 2:771e− 1 2:661e− 1 2:610e− 1 2:434e− 1 2:640e− 1
 = 1:0 3:720e− 1 3:802e− 1 3:800e− 1 3:728e− 1 4:145e− 1
 = 1:1 4:985e− 1 5:406e− 1 5:493e− 1 5:610e− 1 6:310e− 1
 = 1:2 6:665e− 1 7:631e− 1 7:864e− 1 8:232e− 1 9:204e− 1
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Table 3
The case when p= 2, Lt = 0:001
max|ui; j − Ui;j|
Lt + h
at t = 0:1
h= 0:05 h= 0:025 h= 0:02 h= 0:01 h= 0:00625
 = 1:3 3:191e− 1 6:418e− 1 7:939e− 1 1:452e + 0 2:058e + 0
 = 1:4 4:236e− 1 8:855e− 1 1:101e + 0 1:973e + 0 2:671e + 0
 = 1:5 5:595e− 1 1:201e + 0 1:490e + 0 2:550e + 0 3:255e + 0
 = 1:6 7:338e− 1 1:593e + 0 1:958e + 0 3:127e + 0 3:748e + 0
 = 1:7 9:543e− 1 2:058e + 0 2:487e + 0 3:648e + 0 4:124e + 0
Table 4
The case when p= 3, Lt = 0:001
max|ui; j − Ui;j|
Lt + h
at t = 0:1
h= 0:05 h= 0:025 h= 0:02 h= 0:01 h= 0:00625
 = 1:5 1:613e + 0 1:716e + 0 1:920e + 0 2:740e + 0 3:335e + 0
 = 1:6 2:116e + 0 2:276e + 0 2:524e + 0 3:360e + 0 3:840e + 0
 = 1:7 2:752e + 0 2:941e + 0 3:206e + 0 3:920e + 0 4:226e + 0
 = 1:8 3:540e + 0 3:684e + 0 3:922e + 0 4:380e + 0 4:498e + 0
 = 1:9 4:494e + 0 4:464e + 0 4:619e + 0 4:731e + 0 4:679e + 0
3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
log (1/h)
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g 
(1/
ma
x|u
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U i
,j|)
p=0
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Fig. 2. A log–log plot of the maximum error.
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Finally, when p=3, that is, r=2 in Theorem 2.1, the numerical results in Table 4 give the error
order of the FDM solutions around O(h2), which is near the order O(h2 log(1=h)) in Theorem 2.1.
In order to show clearly that the convergence is accelerated as p increases, we give a log–log
plot (Fig. 2), where the horizontal- and vertical-axis show log(1=h) and log(1=max|ui; j − Ui;j|),
respectively, and the maximum errors are taken at t = 0:1. Lt = 0:001 which means that the spatial
discretisation errors are dominant with h from 0:05 to 0:01. The plot also shows the convergence
rates as powers of h.
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